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Baby, It's Cold Outside
Welcome, welcome to Caraval—Stephanie Garber’s
sweeping tale of two sisters who escape their ruthless
father when they enter the dangerous intrigue of a
legendary game. Scarlett has never left the tiny island
where she and her beloved sister, Tella, live with their
powerful, and cruel, father. Now Scarlett’s father has
arranged a marriage for her, and Scarlett thinks her
dreams of seeing Caraval, the far-away, once-a-year
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performance where the audience participates in the
show, are over. But this year, Scarlett’s long-dreamt
of invitation finally arrives. With the help of a
mysterious sailor, Tella whisks Scarlett away to the
show. Only, as soon as they arrive, Tella is kidnapped
by Caraval’s mastermind organizer, Legend. It turns
out that this season’s Caraval revolves around Tella,
and whoever finds her first is the winner. Scarlett has
been told that everything that happens during
Caraval is only an elaborate performance. But she
nevertheless becomes enmeshed in a game of love,
heartbreak, and magic with the other players in the
game. And whether Caraval is real or not, she must
find Tella before the five nights of the game are over,
a dangerous domino effect of consequences is set off,
and her sister disappears forever.

Love Under Three Titans
“This gentle, gorgeously written book may be one of
my favorites ever.” —Jenna Bush Hager (A Today
show “Read with Jenna” Book Club Selection!) “A
thoughtful, beautiful multigenerational novel about
love, God, jealousy, and friendship.” —Elizabeth
Gilbert, author of Eat, Pray, Love “A moving portrait of
love and friendship set against a backdrop of social
change.” —The New York Times Book Review (Editor’s
Choice) “Here is the power of the novel in its simplest,
richest form: bearing intimate witness to human
beings grappling with their faith and falling in love.
That Wall executes it so beautifully? Well, this is
exactly why we read literary fictionThe best book
about faith in recent memory.” —Entertainment
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Weekly (A-) Charles and Lily, James and Nan. They
meet in Greenwich Village in 1963 when Charles and
James are jointly hired to steward the historic Third
Presbyterian Church through turbulent times. Their
personal differences however, threaten to tear them
apart. Charles is destined to succeed his father as an
esteemed professor of history at Harvard, until an
unorthodox lecture about faith leads him to ministry.
How then, can he fall in love with Lily—fiercely
intellectual, elegantly stern—after she tells him with
certainty that she will never believe in God? And yet,
how can he not? James, the youngest son in a
hardscrabble Chicago family, spent much of his youth
angry at his alcoholic father and avoiding his anxious
mother. Nan grew up in Mississippi, the devout and
beloved daughter of a minister and a debutante.
James’s escape from his desperate circumstances
leads him to Nan and, despite his skepticism of hope
in all its forms, her gentle, constant faith changes the
course of his life. In The Dearly Beloved, we follow
these two couples through decades of love and
friendship, jealousy and understanding, forgiveness
and commitment. Against the backdrop of turbulent
changes facing the city and the church’s
congregation, these four forge improbable paths
through their evolving relationships, each struggling
with uncertainty, heartbreak, and joy. A poignant
meditation on faith and reason, marriage and
children, and the ways we find meaning in our lives,
Cara Wall’s The Dearly Beloved is a gorgeous, wise,
and provocative novel that is destined to become a
classic.
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Saving Grace
[Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Cowboy Menage a
Trois Romance, M/M/F, sex toys] Tracy has been in
love with Jordan Kendall forever. When Jordan gets
together with Peter Alvarez, she couldn’t be happier.
She fell in love with the handsome Fed at first sight,
and she knows the sparks are there for all three of
them. But while Peter seems receptive, Jordan still
thinks of her as a kid. So Tracy takes the biggest
gamble of her life. When it works, she’s thrilled. Until
she realizes that Jordan can’t trust that they’re
forever—and that Peter is keeping a secret. Jordan
has never been able to completely relax in his own
skin. He wants to believe Tracy and Peter can be his
for a lifetime, but his own self-doubt keeps getting in
the way. Then he learns that Peter’s got a price on his
head, and Jordan knows he’ll do anything he has to do
to protect the man, and the woman, he loves. ** A
Siren Erotic Romance

Under Her Skin
If You series.

Lucky in Love
This gentle giant's scarred hands may be the warmest
touch she'll ever know. if only life were a fairy tale
where Beauty got to keep her Beast Ivan thought the
world was through giving him second chances. Hell,
who was he kidding—he wasn't good enough for them
anyway. And he certainly wasn't good enough for her.
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But the moment Uma walked into his life, Ivan knew
he had to put all that crap aside and do everything he
could to help. She was like nothing he'd ever known.
Beautiful, lost, alone, she had the kind of sad eyes
that were just begging for someone to save her and
despite his rough exterior, despite the nasty rumors,
despite all the bad decisions following him around like
the strays he couldn't help but rescue, Ivan was
nothing but willing to be the kind of man she needed.
Yeah, he'd thought the world was through giving him
second chances. Until she came into his life. Until she
changed everything. Until he realized he would do
anything, fight anyone, tear the world apart if it only
meant saving her. Blank Canvas series: Under Her
Skin (Book 1) By Her Touch (Book 2) In His Hands
(Book 3) Praise for Under Her Skin: "A dark and
emotional tale that will make your spine tingle as well
as your heart."—SARINA BOWEN, USA Today
bestselling author of Bittersweet "The perfect
romancea hint of danger, a whole lot of spice, and an
HEA you believe in."—ANNE CALHOUN, award-winning
author of Under the Surface

Three Hours in Paris
If you like sporting novelty sweaters, dipping
everything in ranch dressing, smothering your home
with sunflowers and white wicker, and eating topnotch dinners at Cracker Barrel, then you might be a
White Midwesterner (or at the very least you should
move to the Midwest as soon as possible). Chock full
of things that White Midwesterners love the most, I
Love Ranch Dressing reveals the quirky tastes and
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characteristics of our favorite heartland residents.
With good-natured fun and plenty of hilarious
"authentic" photos, this real-life encyclopedia of White
Midwesterners will have you snorting with laughter
whether you live in the Midwest or not!

Like She Owns the Place
Chronicles a cattle drive in the nineteenth century
from Texas to Montana, and follows the lives of Gus
and Call, the cowboys heading the drive, Gus's
woman, Lorena, and Blue Duck, a sinister Indian
renegade.

Be Safe I Love You
Mira Lockhart is married to her work. One of the
youngest library directors in the state, she has been
climbing ladders for so long she's forgotten what life
is like outside the library. Not that she has time for
love and all that mushy stuff - Westbrook Public
Library is the most challenging place she's ever
worked, and every day there's a new crisis to avert.
Her new library page, for one. Chelle Tate is young,
wild, and free, with fiery red hair and a confidence
that instantly draws Mira in - perhaps too close, as
Mira finds herself crossing professional boundaries
against her better judgment. As tensions mount
between the two women, so do the bizarre
occurrences at the library - boycotts and vandalism
and sex in the stacks all conspire to threaten Mira's
job and keep her from finding balance and happiness
with Chelle. Mira finds love in the stacks, but will she
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have the courage to pursue it? Praise for Love in the
Stacks "I can't stress enough how fun and
entertaining this book was. The sizzle was there, the
story was engaging, and it was a quick read that,
while light and sexy, also delivered humor, a bit of
intrigue, and a couple of characters who didn't just
find a happy ever after, but also personal growth and
life lessons as well." - Amy Herman-Pall, The Lesbian
Review "The main characters are well done - both are
flawed, both need to grow and the author has done a
good job of maturing them throughout the story. The
library has real character and is a pleasing
background to the plot." - Lesbian Reading Room

If You Sailed on the Mayflower in 1620
Returning with deep psychological scars after a tour
of duty in Iraq, soldier Lauren Clay guides her younger
brother to an upstate New York oil field that has
become the subject of her obsession and begins
teaching him survival skills while revealing
herexperiences.

Thrown by Love
[Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Cowboy Menage a
Trois Romance, M/F/M, sex toys] Julia Benedict fled
New York City for her home of Lusty, Texas, after one
unforgettable night making love under two navy
SEALs. She's fallen for them, hard. But Dev and Drew
are the wrong type of men! They're more Alpha than
all the men of her family combined, and if there's one
thing Julia doesn't want, it's a pair of husbands who
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will boss her around just as her brothers have always
done. As Dev and Drew set out to court her, Julia
begins to understand there's a world of difference
between bossy brothers and strong, caring lovers. But
a case of mistaken identity finds Julia kidnapped. Her
lovers must find her before she's turned over to
Miguel Ramos. With Julia back home safely, the SEALs
know their enemy will strike again. But as the men of
Lusty gather to entrap the villain, it is the women who
take the biggest stand-and the biggest risk. Note:
There is no sexual relationship or touching for
titillation between or among siblings. ** A Siren Erotic
Romance

The 5 Love Languages of Children
The first two novels in Kylie Scott's Stage Dive series!
Get ready to rock, all night long LICK Evelyn Thomas’s
plans for celebrating her twenty-first birthday in Las
Vegas were big. But she sure never meant to wake up
on the bathroom floor with a hangover to rival the
black plague, a very attractive half-naked man, and a
diamond on her finger large enough to scare King
Kong. One thing is certain: being married to one of
the hottest rock stars on the planet is sure to be a
wild ride. PLAY Mal Ericson, drummer for the worldfamous rock band Stage Dive, needs to clean up his
image fast. Having a good girl on his arm should do
the job fine, but he didn’t count on finding the right
girl. Anne Rollins never thought she’d meet the rock
god who plastered her bedroom walls—especially not
under these circumstances. Being paid to play the
pretend girlfriend to a wild life-of-the-party drummer
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couldn’t end well. Or could it? “Sexy, naughty, and
hilarious.”—Up All Night Blog

Love Under Two Lawmen [The Lost
Collection]
From the woman who has built an empire of badass
female entrepreneurs comes the long-awaited sequel
to Girl Code. Cara Alwill Leyba's riveting voice and
kinship with her audience drove the self-published
success of Girl Code, a book that encouraged women
to support each other in the business community.
Now her many fans are ready to take the next step:
building sustainable confidence from the ground up.
Most women who are insecure look for the equivalent
of a sugar rush, such as telling themselves they're
better than other people or changing the way they
look. But those tricks won't protect them from losing
confidence in the future. Neither will simply being
outspoken and aggressive, if those traits aren't
authentic. Leyba has three simple but provocative
arguments. First, confidence doesn't come from
"winning" -- it comes comes from ignoring the success
narratives we absorb from magazines and movies.
Second, the impressions people make on others
depend on their personalities, not their looks--so
there's no reason to use the word "ugly," ever. Finally,
the foundation of confidence comes from "audacious
auditing," Leyba's term for identifying toxic people
and habits and getting rid of them. Written in her
chatty, older-sister voice, and full of revealing stories
from every stage of Cara's life, Like She Owns The
Place will help readers rewire their minds to be more
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confident. Take it from the woman who quit her job at
MTV, dyed her hair pink, and made herself a
bestselling author -- there's a path becoming stronger
and happier.

Lonesome Dove
A brand-new book from the #1 bestselling author of
The Break and The Woman Who Stole My Life. They're
a glamorous family, the Caseys. Johnny Casey, his two
brothers Ed and Liam, their beautiful, talented wives
and all their kids spend a lot of time
together--birthday parties, anniversary celebrations,
weekends away. And they're a happy family. Johnny's
wife, Jessie--who has the most money--insists on it.
Under the surface, though, conditions are murkier.
While some people clash, other people like each other
far too much . . . Still, everything manages to stay
under control--that is, until Ed's wife, Cara, gets a
concussion and can't keep her thoughts or opinions to
herself. One careless remark at Johnny's birthday
party, with the entire family present, and Cara starts
spilling all their secrets. As everything unravels, each
of the adults finds themselves wondering if
it's--finally--the time to grow up.

Love Under Two Cowboys
- Over 11 million copies sold - #1 New York Times
Bestseller for 8 years running - Now celebrating its
25th anniversary Simple ideas, lasting love Falling in
love is easy. Staying in love—that’s the challenge.
How can you keep your relationship fresh and growing
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amid the demands, conflicts, and just plain boredom
of everyday life? In the #1 New York Times bestseller
The 5 Love Languages, you’ll discover the secret that
has transformed millions of relationships worldwide.
Whether your relationship is flourishing or failing, Dr.
Gary Chapman’s proven approach to showing and
receiving love will help you experience deeper and
richer levels of intimacy with your partner—starting
today. The 5 Love Languages is as practical as it is
insightful. Updated to reflect the complexities of
relationships today, this new edition reveals intrinsic
truths and applies relevant, actionable wisdom in
ways that work. Includes the Couple's Personal Profile
assessment so you can discover your love language
and that of your loved one.

Love Under Two Strong Men [The Lusty,
Texas Collection]
From the balcony of his house, Mike Haines can see
the quiet, commonplace beauty of the Holliday farm.
But what he remembers is the little sister of his high
school girlfriend, Dusty who grew up there. As a teen,
Dusty had gone off the rails but when she was a kid,
she was sweet, she was funny and she had a special
bond with Mike. But after high school, she took off
and Mike never saw her again. Then tragedy strikes
Dusty’s family, she comes back into town and Mike
thinks she hasn't changed back to the sweet, funny
girl he knew but instead continued to be selfish and
thoughtless, leaving her family alone to deal with
their mourning. So he seeks her out and confronts her
in an effort to understand what went wrong and to
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force her to sort herself out. He finds out quickly he’s
wrong about Dusty Holliday. Very wrong. And right
after Mike discovers that, the bond they had years
before snaps back into place in ways he would never
suspect. But Mike Haines had a bad marriage then he
played games of the heart for a good woman. And
lost. In order to protect himself and his kids, he’s
cautious, he’s careful to read the signs and he’s not
interested in finding a woman he has to fix. Then he
learns what happened to Dusty and he thinks she
needs to be fixed. He swings, he misses and in this
new game of hearts, for Dusty, Mike just got strike
three.

Fight with Me
"Anam Cara is a rare synthesis of philosophy, poetry,
and spirituality. This work will have a powerful and lifetransforming experience for those who read it."
—Deepak Chopra John O'Donohue, poet, philosopher,
and scholar, guides you through the spiritual
landscape of the Irish imagination. In Anam Cara,
Gaelic for "soul friend," the ancient teachings, stories,
and blessings of Celtic wisdom provide such profound
insights on the universal themes of friendship,
solitude, love, and death as: Light is generous The
human heart is never completely born Love as
ancient recognition The body is the angel of the soul
Solitude is luminous Beauty likes neglected places
The passionate heart never ages To be natural is to
be holy Silence is the sister of the divine Death as an
invitation to freedom
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Love Under Two Doctors
[Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Cowboy Menage a
Trois Romance, M/F/M, spanking, sex toys, HEA]
Carrie Rhodes doesn't plan to fall for Chase and Brian
Benedict. The past has taught her she's better off
alone. But once her heart opens to these two
cowboys, she yearns to live her own happy-ever-after.
Chase and Brian demand that Carrie shares her soul
before they share her body. Surrounded by the loving
families of her new coworkers and friends, Carrie
dares to do as they ask, and reach for her very own
happy-ever-after. But a monster from her past
threatens that happiness, and it's up to the entire
town of Lusty, led by her two cowboys, to keep her
safe. Julian Alvarez makes his way to Lusty, seeking to
make amends with his estranged brother and find his
place in the world. Even as he agrees to help Brian
and Chase with their ranch, he wonders why fate
keeps drawing him down the road, toward a city
called Divine, Texas. Note: There is no sexual
relationship or touching for titillation between or
among siblings. ** A Siren Erotic Romance

Love Under Two Navy Seals
[Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Cowboy Menage a
Trois Romance, M/F/M, HEA] Laci Sinclair came to
Lusty at the urging of her best friend, Chloe Jessop.
The last thing she needs is romance. So how did Trace
and Lucas Benedict get under her skin so fast? Trace
and Lucas leave Montana to find a place of their own,
with a stop to visit their cousins in Lusty. Once they
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meet Laci, they know their drifter days are over.
Though leery of working with family again, they give
their cousins the benefit of the doubt and decide
pretty fast they like family, Lusty style. They hope to
cure Laci's relationship reluctance with two men ten
years her junior by offering to be her "friends with
benefits." But they soon discover she's hiding
something from them-and that something could end
their love before it ever truly begins. Meanwhile,
Ricoh Stone knows it's time to find out about Angela
Monroe's past, and he turns to a rodeo friend who
now lives in Divine-Julian Alvarez. ** A Siren Erotic
Romance

Anam Cara
Subtitle varies in previous editions and versions.

Caraval
"Gabriel García Márquez meets Umberto Eco meets
Jorge Luis Borges for a sprawling magic show." --The
New York Times Book Review A New York Times
Bestseller Barcelona, 1945: A city slowly heals in the
aftermath of the Spanish Civil War, and Daniel, an
antiquarian book dealer’s son who mourns the loss of
his mother, finds solace in a mysterious book entitled
The Shadow of the Wind, by one Julián Carax. But
when he sets out to find the author’s other works, he
makes a shocking discovery: someone has been
systematically destroying every copy of every book
Carax has written. In fact, Daniel may have the last of
Carax’s books in existence. Soon Daniel’s seemingly
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innocent quest opens a door into one of Barcelona’s
darkest secrets--an epic story of murder, madness,
and doomed love. “ Anyone who enjoys novels that
are scary, erotic, touching, tragic and thrilling should
rush right out to the nearest bookstore and pick up
The Shadow of the Wind. Really, you should.”
--Michael Dirda, The Washington Post "Wonderous
masterful The Shadow of the Wind is ultimately a love
letter to literature, intended for readers as passionate
about storytelling as its young hero." --Entertainment
Weekly (Editor's Choice) "One gorgeous read."
--Stephen King From the Trade Paperback edition.

Safe with Me
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author Kristen Proby comes a new story in her With
Me In Seattle series… Nothing has ever come easy for
Lila Bailey. She’s fought for every good thing in her
life during every day of her thirty-one years. Aside
from that one night with an impossible to deny
stranger a year ago, Lila is the epitome of
responsible. Steadfast. Strong. She’s pulled herself
out of the train wreck of her childhood, proud to be a
professor at Tulane University and laying down roots
in a city she’s grown to love. But when some of her
female students are viciously murdered, Lila’s shaken
to the core and unsure of whom she can trust in New
Orleans. When the police detective assigned to the
murder case comes to investigate, she’s even more
surprised to find herself staring into the eyes of the
man that made her toes curl last year. In an attempt
to move on from the tragic loss of his wife, Asher
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Smith moved his daughter and himself to a new city,
ready for a fresh start. A damn fine police lieutenant,
but new to the New Orleans force, Asher has a lot to
prove to his colleagues and himself. With a murderer
terrorizing the Tulane University campus, Asher finds
himself toe-to-toe with the one woman that haunts his
dreams. His hands, his lips, his body know her as
intimately as he’s ever known anyone. As he learns
her mind and heart as well, Asher wants nothing more
than to keep her safe, in his bed, and in his and his
daughter’s lives for the long haul. But when Lila
becomes the target, can Asher save her in time, or
will he lose another woman he loves? **Every 1001
Dark Nights novella is a standalone story. For new
readers, it’s an introduction to an author’s world. And
for fans, it’s a bonus book in the author’s series. We
hope you'll enjoy each one as much as we do.**

Already Gone
New Hope, South Carolina is my home. It's where I
grew up, got into trouble, and fell in love for the first
time. Scarlett Kincaid was more than the girl next
door, she was my best friend, until she decided that
small town life wasn't for her. One minute she was
here, and the next she was gone.The girl I used to fish
with down at the creek is now the biggest name in
country music. She headlines world tours, has won
four Grammy's, and I haven't seen her since. Until
today when she sped through town in her fancy car.
One look at her big brown eyes was all it took to stir
up a whole slew of emotions. Emotions I'd long ago
buried and sure as hell don't have time for. It's the
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aftermath that's hard¿There are two things in my life
that matter. My music, and my dad. Twelve years
ago, I packed a bag and chased my dream. Leaving
New Hope and escaping the gossip mill was the
easiest decision I ever made. I never planned to
return, but my father needs me, and he always comes
first. So, I did what I had to do. I cut my tour short and
came home, despite having a sister who hates me,
and a community that doesn't trust me. And then
there's Tucker Andrews.When he propped an arm on
the roof of my car, pulled down his sunglasses and
flashed his police badge, I nearly swallowed my
tongue. Gone is the lanky boy who used to throw
rocks at me and pull my pigtails. Tucker is now a sixfoot package of brawny, sexy man wrapped in more
muscle than I have hit singles. Did I mention he's a
cop and a single dad?My goal was to help Dad, and
get back to my life. But what am I supposed to do
when the life that used to strangle me suddenly fits
like a glove, and makes me dream of things I never
thought I'd have?

Forever with Me
In her sizzling new Love Under the Big Sky series, USA
TODAY bestselling author Kristen Proby sets the stage
for a passionate reunion under the breathtaking
Montana sky. Cara Donovan’s summer tutoring job is
turning out to be a challenge—and not just because of
her troubled twelve-year-old student. It’s his uncle
Josh who’s the real problem. If problem is the word for
an irresistibly cocky, muscle-bound rancher with a
taste for tight Levi’s and shameless flirtation Cara is
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nothing like the wallflower Josh King remembers goodnaturedly teasing in high school. This Cara is
gorgeous, confident, fun. From the moment the fiery
teacher steps foot on his family’s Lazy K Ranch, the
stubborn playboy is determined to corral her. So what
happens when his luscious lover takes over the reins?
The first in a steamy trilogy, Kristen Proby’s
enthralling novel is filled to the brim with one
hardworking family’s triumphs and challenges, all the
wild adventure of the modern West, and a whole lot of
titillating fun.

Easy With You: A With Me In Seattle
Novella
Mac has left his life of danger and adventure behind
him. But when Carlos, a hotshot lawyer heavily
involved with anti-Castro groups, approaches Mac for
a ten-day fishing tournament in Cuba - to be
accompanied by a covert mission and a sizable
paycheck - Mac's interest is piqued. Mac understands
that if he accepts this job, he'll either walk away rich or not at all.

Lick & Play
[Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Cowboy Menage a
Quatre Romance, M/F/M/M, light spanking, HEA]
Richard, Trevor, and Kevin Benedict thought they
weren't meant for marriage until Margaret Morrison
arrived in Lusty. It doesn't take the triplets long to
understand that Maggie herself had given up on some
things in life, too-like having a family of her own or a
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happy-ever-after. So they tease her and tempt her,
promising her that since they're all unattached adults,
they can enjoy each other, and indulge in some "fun
and games." Maggie agrees to fun and games, certain
once they discover she's no good at sex they'll leave.
Instead she catches fire in their arms, and as lust
turns to love she wonders if she can get the men to
accept a different game plan. And then a specter from
the Benedicts' recent past arrives on the scene. Intent
on revenge, their enemy is determined to destroy
whatever-or whoever-the triplets hold dear. Can the
Benedict men keep Maggie safe, or will their enemy
destroy their happy-ever-after? Note: There is no
sexual relationship or touching for titillation between
or among siblings. ** A Siren Erotic Romance

Love in the Stacks
From New York Times Bestselling Author Kristen Proby
comes Fight With Me?Jules Montgomery is too busy
and content with her life to worry about a man,
especially one Nate McKenna. If growing up with four
brothers has taught her anything, she knows to stay
away from sexy men with tattoos and motorcycles.
That goes double if he's your boss. During the one
incredible night they shared, he violated the no
fraternization policyamong other things, and it won't
happen again. Jules won't risk her career for mindblowing sex, no matter how much her body and her
heart keep arguing with her. Nate McKenna couldn't
care less about the no fraternizing policy. He wants
Jules and he'll have her. He's not a man to be taken
lightly, and Jules Montgomery is about to find out just
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how he responds to being pushed aside after the best
night of sex he's ever had. Nate knows that Jules is
meant to be his, and he'll stop at nothing to have her
by his side.

Wonder With Me: A With Me In Seattle
Novella
[Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Western Menage a
Trois Romance, M/M/F] As the illegitimate daughter of
a kept woman, Amanda Dupree is considered
unmarriageable. So she sets her sights on building a
career as a private investigator. But when a disgraced
businessman threatens to get even, she decides it’s a
good time leave town. She even has a destination in
mind: Waco, Texas, the cousin she’s never met and a
quest for lost Confederate gold. Texas Ranger Adam
Kendall and lawyer Warren Jessop are two lawmen
with a secret. Lovers at a time when their actions
could net them the death sentence in some places, all
they want is enough space and privacy to live as they
choose. The moment they meet fiery-haired Amanda
Dupree they know she belongs with them and vow to
help her on her quest. But will the desperados on
their trail destroy all they hold dear, or will the
treasure they seek be the key to their happy-everafter? ** A Siren Erotic Romance

The Shadow of the Wind
Jaque Pierce was an ordinary 17-year-old girl getting
ready to start her senior year in high school in
Coldspring, TX when a mysterious foreign exchange
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student from Romania moves in across the street.
Jacque and her two best friends Sally and Jen don’t
realize the last two weeks of their summer are going
to get a lot more interesting. From the moment
Jacque sets eyes on Fane, she feels an instant
connection, a pull like a moth to a flame. Little does
she know that the flame she is drawn too is actually a
Canis Lupus, werewolf, and she just happens to be his
mate, the other half of his soul. The problem is Fane
is not the only wolf in Coldspring. Just as Fane and
Jacque are getting to know each other, another wolf
steps out to try and claim Jacque as his mate. Fane
will now have to fight for the right to complete the
mating bond, something that is his right by birth but
is being denied him by a crazed Alpha. Will the love
Fane has for Jacque be enough to give him the
strength to defeat his enemy and will Jacque accept
she is Fane’s mate and complete the bond between
them?

Loving Cara
Sparks fly like snowflakes when a klutzy but gorgeous
novice crosses skis with a hot resort owner in this
tempting tie-in to New York Times bestselling author
Kristen Proby’s popular Love Under the Big Sky series!
Grace Douglas is on a practice run for her friend Cara
Donovan’s bachelorette party ski weekend in Aspen.
The problem is, despite living in rugged and
picturesque Cunningham Falls, Montana, Grace is the
clumsiest person ever born. To prepare for the trip,
she is taking lessons at a local ski resort. She just
prays that they have an ambulance on standby. Sexy
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hotelier Jacob Berkley is ready to play ski instructor,
but he quickly discovers that the best place on the
mountain for Grace is in the lodge with a hot toddy.
Her sense of humor and easy laugh quickly pull him
in, and soon he’s determined to help her get off the
bunny slope for a fun vacation with her friends. He
just didn’t expect their steamy chemistry to trigger an
avalanche of desire straight to his heart.

Grown Ups
From New York Times bestselling author Penelope
Ward, comes a new standalone novel. It was the
summer of my life. I’d met the guy of my dreams.
Unfortunately, he was the son of my uppity
employer—and very much off-limits. But Gavin was a
rebel. He knew his mother would disown him if she
found out about us; in his eyes, we just had to be
careful. He never treated me as his mother did—like
hired help. Instead, Gavin put me on a pedestal and
loved me harder than I’d ever been loved in my life.
What a summer it was. Until it all ended—badly. I was
never supposed to see Gavin again. That didn’t stop
me from thinking about him every day for ten years. I
knew little about his life now, just that he was an
entrepreneur living an ocean away. When a twist of
fate had me working again in the very place our love
affair started a decade earlier, I knew it was only a
matter of time before I might see him again. But I
wasn’t prepared. What if he hated me? What if he
loved someone else now? I wasn’t prepared for all the
unknowns. And most of all, I wasn’t prepared for
today to be the day he came back.
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The Dearly Beloved
New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling indie
authors Jennifer Probst, Emma Chase, Kristen Proby,
Melody Anne, and debut author Kate Meader come
together to write a sizzling romance anthology.
Outside it may be frosty, so turn the heat way up with
these stories of desire! Can a determined woman
executive and a playboy billionaire survive being
stranded together in a snowstorm? Jennifer Probst
depicts an encounter almost too hot to handle… Drew
and Kate play an encore to Tangled in this sexy take
on a “Christmas Carol” by Emma Chase. When a
Christmas Eve argument condemns Drew to a
troubled night, three dream women teach him that no
gift could be more tantalizing than Kate… With Kristen
Proby, ski slopes are quite delightful. Grace Douglas is
sure she’ll never learn to ski, but instructor Jacob
Baxter could teach her lessons of a different kind…
Can a southern California transplant survive
Montana’s deep snows? Melody Anne, author of the
bestselling Andersons series, melts the icy drifts
completely away with the heat between sexy Hawk
Winchester and brand-new teacher Natalie Duncan…
What could be hotter than a firefighter? Kate Meader
shows how hot it can get as Beck Rivera and heiressturned-tattoo-artist Darcy Cochrane discover that
nothing ignites holiday flames like rekindling a lost
love…

How We Love
From the New York Times and USA Today bestselling
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author of the With Me in Seattle Series comes the end
of a saga?Dominic Salvatore seemingly has
everything a man could want. He's found a new
relationship with his father and the entire
Montgomery family. His vineyard, Coppa di Vita, is a
success. There's only one thing that eludes him: a
certain driven, intelligent, sexy as hell blonde named
Alecia.Alecia works tirelessly building her event
planning business. It's the most important part of her
life. Despite the beautiful, lavish weddings she
organizes, Alecia is convinced that the idea of true
love is a myth. While Dominic is a sexy, intriguing
man, welcoming the handsome Italian into her bed,
and her life, is a risk she's not so sure she's willing to
take.However Dominic isn't used to taking no for an
answer, and it's not long before these two are burning
up the sheets and discovering a connection that
neither can deny. But will it be strong enough to last
forever?

Unspoken (The Lynburn Legacy Book 1)
[Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Cowboy Menage a
Trois Romance, M/F/M, light consensual BDSM,
spanking, HEA] Jillian Gillespie adopted a no-moremen policy after her divorce. Yet there's something
about Drs. Robert and David Jessop that short-circuits
her best intentions. Robert and David recognize their
soul mate in Jillian, a natural-born sub. They only have
to convince her she is a sub and theirs. Robert
assures himself that he has his control issues under
control. Mentoring with Jordan Fitzpatrick, owner of
the private BDSM club Reckless Abandon, helped him
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find his balance. Besides, the real problem was back
at that inner-city emergency room, where chaos too
often reigned-not here in Lusty, Texas. A woman who
doesn't believe in forever, and two Doms in need of
inner peace. Will love be the answer? Note: There is
no sexual relationship or touching for titillation
between or among siblings. ** A Siren Erotic Romance

Games of the Heart
From New York Times Bestselling Author comes Safe
With Me?Keeping others safe is what Caleb
Montgomery does. He's never had a problem taking
on an assignment, whether it was during his
dangerous SEAL days or his most recent job of
training war mercenaries. But being assigned to keep
Brynna Vincent and her adorable daughters, Maddie
and Josie, safe from an unknown threat has thrown
Caleb off his axis. Hot for the tall brunette since she
came back to town more than a year ago, being close
to her day in and day out is cracking Caleb's resolve
to keep his hands off her gorgeous body and his head
in the mission.Brynna is sick and tired of being afraid.
All she wants is a normal, quiet life for her and her
precious girls. Just as she's settling into her new home
in Seattle and feeling safe again, Caleb shows up on
her doorstep insisting the danger is as high as ever.
But whether she needs to be sheltered from the
threat in her past, or from the intense emotions she
feels for the sexy, protective man sleeping in her
home, remains to be seen. What will happen if Brynna
and her girls fall in love with a man so broken he may
not be able to protect them from the danger that
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threatens, much less himself?"

I Love Ranch Dressing
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author Kristen Proby comes a new story in her With
Me In Seattle series… Reed Taylor doesn’t pay much
attention to the holidays—until he receives a surprise
present. Four-year-old Piper is the daughter he never
knew about, and with the death of her mother, is also
now the roommate he never expected. He’s
determined to make their first Christmas together one
she’ll never forget. Noel Thompson has gotten her
share of strange requests in her career as an interior
designer. The call to design a beautiful home for
Christmas is more like a dream come true. And that
was before she met her new employer—sexy and
mysterious, he’s everything she ever hoped Santa
would bring her. As Noel showers his home with
holiday spirit, Reed showers Piper with love. And the
busy life he’s created for himself no longer seems
nearly as important as the one Noel is helping him
build with his daughter. But if he can’t convince his
decorator to stay, this could be the only year he feels
the true wonder of the season. **Every 1001 Dark
Nights novella is a standalone story. For new readers,
it’s an introduction to an author’s world. And for fans,
it’s a bonus book in the author’s series. We hope
you'll enjoy each one as much as we do.**

The Day He Came Back
A modern, magical twist on the Gothic Romance and
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Girl Detective genres, this book will appeal to fans of
both Beautiful Creatures and the Mortal Instruments
series. Reviewers have praised the take-charge
heroine and the spellbinding romance. Bound
together. Worlds apart. Kami Glass is in love with
someone she's never met—a boy she's talked to in
her head since she was born. This has made her an
outsider in the sleepy English town of Sorry-in-theVale, but she has learned ways to turn that to her
advantage. Her life seems to be in order, until
disturbing events begin to occur. There has been
screaming in the woods and the manor overlooking
the town has lit up for the first time in 10 years. . . .
The Lynburn family, who ruled the town a generation
ago and who all left without warning, have returned.
Now Kami can see that the town she has known and
loved all her life is hiding a multitude of secrets—and
a murderer. The key to it all just might be the boy in
her head. The boy she thought was imaginary is real,
and definitely and deliciously dangerous. "A sparkling
fantasy that will make you laugh and break your
heart." --Cassandra Clare, New York Times bestselling
author "A darkly funny, deliciously thrilling Gothic."
--Kelley Armstrong, New York Times bestselling author
"Readers will laugh, shiver, and maybe even swoon
over this modern Gothic novel." --Melissa Marr, New
York Times bestselling author "Breathtaking--a
compulsive, rocketing read."--Tamora Pierce, New
York Times bestselling author "Captures the reader
with true magic."--Esther Friesner, author of Nobody's
Princess "A laugh-out-loud delight." --Publishers
Weekly From the Hardcover edition.
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The 5 Love Languages
More than 1 million sold! You know you love your
child. But how can you make sure your child knows it?
The #1 New York Times bestselling The 5 Love
Languages® has helped millions of couples learn the
secret to building a love that lasts. Now discover how
to speak your child’s love language in a way that he
or she understands. Dr. Gary Chapman and Dr. Ross
Campbell help you: Discover your child’s love
language Assist your child in successful learning Use
the love languages to correct and discipline more
effectively Build a foundation of unconditional love for
your child Plus: Find dozens of tips for practical ways
to speak your child’s love language. Discover your
child's primary language—then speak it—and you will
be well on your way to a stronger relationship with
your flourishing child. For a free online study guide,
visit 5lovelanguages.com.

Prince of Wolves
In THROWN BY LOVE, author Pamela Aares continues
the The Tavonesi Series. Get ready for All-Star alpha
males and the strong women they come to love! A
kiss in a dark alcove triggers the greatest challenge of
their livesAce pitcher Scotty Donovan has been
traded from his longtime team--and hates it. But to
his surprise, he now finds himself in the sweetest
game of his life: winning the heart of smart, sexy
physics professor Chloe McNalley.Chloe loves
teaching, but she's never fit into academia. When she
falls for Scotty, she discovers his arms and heart are
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where she belongs. They share a passion for the
game, a fascination for the mysteries of the universe
and an increasing love for one another.Then Chloe
inherits Scotty's new team. As player and team
owner, they shouldn't be dating. They try to hide their
passion, until a blackmailer threatens them personally
and professionally. Exposure could be the end of
everything-Scotty's career, Chloe's team ownership,
and their new love--unless they find a way to
transcend the taboo standing between them.

The Cuban Affair
"The story of Kate Rees, the young American
markswoman who has been recruited by British
intelligence to drop into Paris on the dangerous
business of trying to assassinate the Fuhrer. A
country girl from rural Oregon--a grieving widow with
no spy training, but a vendetta and a lot of
gumption--now has the state of the entire war in her
hands. When the hit goes badly wrong, Kate is on the
run for her life--all the time wrestling with the
suspicion that the whole operation was a set-up"--

LOVE UNDER 2 DRIFTERS THE LUST
Sometimes luck means landing exactly where you
need to be.Jules Wakefield's family has rescued
rabbits for decades, but with her parents gone and
her veterinary practice demanding all her time, Jules
desperately needs a successor. She decides to run an
essay contest - the winner must love bunnies.Parker
Rose is exactly who Jules is looking for - warm, smart,
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not afraid to get her hands dirty, and a gorgeous
country girl to boot. She's the answer to Jules' prayers
and a few unspoken fantasies, too.Summer days at
the rescue turn into autumn nights of passion, but
when Jules finds out that Parker's been keeping a
secret, her problems start multiplying again like
rabbits.One little lie has the power to tear everything
apart, but what if it leads her home, to a fur-ever kind
of love?
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